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Concerned with the novel’s role in engaging and shaping the world and with promoting critical discourse on the novel, *Novel* publishes significant work on fiction and related areas of research and theory. Special issues on the early American novel, eighteenth-century fiction, and postcolonial modernisms carry on *Novel*’s long-standing interest in the Anglo-American tradition, while an issue dedicated to the contemporary African novel demonstrates the journal’s increasingly global focus.

*novel.dukejournals.org*
TSQ offers a venue for interdisciplinary scholarship that contests the objectification, pathologization, and exoticization of transgender lives. Its mission is to examine how “transgender” comes into play as a category, a process, a social assemblage, an increasingly intelligible gender identity, and an identifiable threat to gender normativity.

The first few issues will address the cultural production of trans communities, critical analysis of transgender population studies, transgender biopolitics, and problems of translating gender concepts and practices across linguistic communities.

Recommend TSQ to your library!